In this paper, the theoretical analysis of compressive sensing via random filter, firstly outlined by J. Romberg [compressive sensing by random convolution, submitted to SIAM Journal on Imaging Science on July 9, 2008], has been refined or generalized to the design of general random filter used for compressive sensing. This universal CS measurement consists of two parts:
INTRODUCTION
Recently, a new emerging field has made a paradigmatic step in the way information is presented, stored, transmitted and recovered. This area is often referred to as compressive sensing (or compressed sensing, compressed sampling, etc) developed by Donoho, Tao, Candes and Romberg et al [1] [2] [3] [4] . The common approaches to sample a signal generally follow the well-known Nyquist-Shannon's theorem: the sampling rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency present in the signal. Consequently, before the implement of standard analog-to-digital converter, one must ensure that (1) the present signal must be (or approximate) compressible in the finite frequency domain , i.e. the bandlimited signal; (2) the base-band conversion aimed at making the signal centered at zero-frequency is carried out and then (3) an anti-aliasing low-pass filter to band-limit the signal is employed. Finally, the signal is uniformly sampled at or above the Nyquist rate. Besides the expensive cost for realizing the above operations, the practical difficulties due to the unknown (or large) signal bandwidth often exists (even non-overcomeable in some cases) in the community of wireless communication [5] , ultra-wide radar imaging, beamforming, and so on.
As we know, the Nyquist rate is a sufficient, by no means necessary condition. Only the prior information, the signal bandwidth or approximate bandwidth is used for the signal sampling based on the Nyquist-Shannon theorem. In practice, the signal or image is compressible in some basis, which means the information of signal can be captured by much smaller number of coefficients than the length of the signal/image. The CS theory asserts that one can recover certain signal or image from far fewer samples or measurements than traditional methods required when the signal of interest is compressible or sparse in some basis. The sparsity of signals is a fact often exploited in signal processing. In particular, the common way to compress a signal is to transform it to the basis in which it is sparse and subsequently store only the locations and values of the few non-zero elements. Recently, it has been discovered that, in addition to storage, the signal sparsity can be leveraged to reduce the number of measurements for signal acquisition and detection; it has been shown that, if a signal is sufficiently sparse, a small number of projections onto the random vectors is enough to recover the signal. As well known, the recovering 0 In compressed sensing, the use of randomly generated projections to make measurements can sidestep the computational difficult task of checking whether the measurements can ensure the signal recovery. By considering recovery stochastically, it has been shown that measurements generated from Gaussian or Bernoulli random variables can ensure the signal recovery with high probability. But, these CS measurements can not be usually used in practice (at least can not used for the real-time purpose) because of its time-consuming computation and the difficulty of physical realization. In [7] , Ailon and Chazelle has proposed the idea of randomized Fourier transform followed by a random projection as a fast Johnson-Lindenstrauss transform. They have showed that this matrix behave like a random waveform matrix with extremely high probability.
Vertterli et al has developed alternative approach named as sampling signal with finite rate of innovation. The center idea is that the sampling rate for a sparse signal can be significantly reduced by first convolving with a kernel that spread it out [8] . In [6] , the numerical simulations
are carried out to demonstrate the recovery of sparse signals from a small number of samples of the output of a finite length "random filter". In [9] Romberg has developed a universal CS measurements by using a special random convolution (its amplitude of frequency-domain identically equal to 1) and derived bounds on the number of samples need to guarantee sparse reconstruction from a more theoretical perspective. Moreover, in [10] Bajwa et al has proposed the Toeplitz-structured compressed sensing matrices, which is not universal CS measurement and whose entries comes from the Bernoulli distribution. As a matter of fact, the universal CS measurement matrix proposed by Romberg belongs to a kind of special circulant Toeplitz matrix.
Fig.1 The proposed CS measurement
Inspired by the Romberg's results [10] and the idea of joint sparse representation of signal [11] , a universal CS measurement has also been designed in this paper and consists of two branches (see Fig.1 ): one is used for the convolution of unknown signal with a random waveform followed by random time-domain subsampling; the other is from the directly time-domain subsampling of the unknown signal. As we known though the CS measurement belongs to lossy compress, the part of information to be sensed should be captured. Assume x is a cell of signal (or a resolution unit of image) and we will sense it. CS will not check out information cell or resolution unit if all the information of this signal cell to be sensed is completely lost. Usually, joint measurement will be useful approach. As a matter of fact, the branch 2 is used to avoid this complete lossy of frequency-domain information of signal. It is noted that for two branches we "compress" the measurements by subsampling, in particular, we simply observe the entries of Hα and Iα at a small number of randomly chosen locations and throw the rest away. Convolving with the response of random filter h can "compress" the information of x into each sample of Hx which can be untangled by solving (1.2). In this paper we employ the mathematical model for samples at random location, which means that to generate and i.i.d. sequence of Bernoulli random variables, each of which takes a value of 1 with probability m/n, and sample at locations t. Along the line proposed by Romberg, the theoretical analysis of sampling bound has been carried out. 
From the definition of FFT, one has From above discussions, one has the following conclusions:
(1) ( ) ( ) 
From (2.5) (2.6) and (2.7) one can find that (a) the entries of H are real which is reasonable because of real-valued system, and (b) H is circulant toeplitz-kind matrix in the form of 
From (2.9) it can be found that { } 1 E 1 j j a a n ′ ≈ − if j j′ Our theoretical result shows that if we generated pulse as above, then with high probability we will be above to sense the vase majority of signals supported on a fixed set in the Ψ domain.
This result can be summarized as following theorem: Roughly, theorem 2.1 works because the generated CS measurement matrix H will be incoherent with any fixed orthonormal matrix with 'overwhelming' probability. In section III, the detailed proofs will be provided.
III. PROOFS

PREMILARY
In [3] Candes and Tao have show that if a measurement satisfying the so-called UUP (the uniform uncertainty principle) and ERP (the exact reconstruction principle), a S-sparse signal can be exactly reconstructed with whelming probability by solving (1.2). As a slight generalization of leamma 2.1 in [3] , we give the following lemma. It is noted that in this paper the third condition of ERP is generalized into ( )
Proof:
Observe that since f is feasible for (2.1), we immediately have
Because ERP holds, one construct a function
Consequently,
On the other hand, the bounds on P give ( )
To conclude, we established that
The Talagrand inequality is a key issue used for the proofs of our results, which is summarized by lemma 3.2.
LEMMA 3.2 The Talagrand inequality
Assume that f B ≤ Then for all
where ( )
COHERENCE BOUNDS
LEMMA 3.3.
Let Ψ be an arbitrary fixed matrix with (1) Show that with probability exceeding, the random matrix will have a bounded inverse:
where ⋅ is the standard operator norm. This step can be finished by theorem 3.
(2) Establish, again with probability exceeding 1 δ ± with equal probability (and independent of the sequences { }
From the well-known Rudelson's theorem, i.e. Proof：This proof is a straightforward application of the Talagrand inequality. Set
Considering the spectral norm Y defined by
The bound of ( )
for all k with the probability exceeding1 δ − .
Now we can deal with the bound of
It is noted that , k f u is a random variable with zero-man and unit-variance; therefore, the value of 4 E , k f u is the forth-moment of Gaussian random variable, i.e. In conclusion, applying the well-known Talagrand's inequality will yield to ( ) where C is a known constant.
Proof.
This proof is also the application of the Talagrand' inequality and is carried out along the line carried out by Romberg in the following. Using the Bernoulli sampling model, we can write 
